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摘   要 
 



































Along with further deepening construction of Chinese E-Government, all levels 
of government departments have built a lot of information systems and these systems 
has accumulated vast amount of government data sources. Unfortunately, due to lack 
of unified planning for a long time, these data resources have spread at all levels of 
government and business systems in different formats, which can’t achieve the 
sharing of government information resources and a non-growing number of 
"information islands" have formed as a result. In order to fully integrate various data 
resources, avoid waste of investment, it is very necessary to build Chinese 
E-Government platform for sharing and exchanging data to effectively develop its 
application and realize resource share as well.  
Taking the City Emergency Command System of Guiyang as background, the 
article analyzes the present situation and needs of information resource exchange 
platform in China. The article starts from the Overall Framework of Chinese and 
Guiyang’s E-Government, makes an analysis and design for the information resource 
exchange platform’s catalog system, exchange system and sharing database. It works 
out a more extendable and efficient solution, which combines data exchange and 
sharing, security, data storage with other functions together organically. While 
ensuring the independence between the various business systems and low coupling, 
the solution can properly solve the problems in the interlinked data sharing and 
information exchange between the relevant government systems, and can realize  
emergency information integration across the different departments, different systems 
and different database, so as to improve government capabilities in services and 
emergency response. The Information Resource Sharing and Exchanging Platform has 
been put into use and works well in the daily work. 
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